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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Children must acquire skill performances necessary
for manipulating the environment in which they live in
order to learn their respective roles in society.

There

are strong rewards in conjunction with acquisition of these
skills and failure often interferes with a child's adaptation to society, since "children judge each other primarily
upon the basis of what they can do"

(2:52).

One way for

children to attain these skills is to be influenced by
others.

According to Cratty (3:59),

Individuals affect the movement attributes of
one another indirectly and directly through structured
conscious attempts to influence one another.
Since most children begin social contacts in the
motor skill setting, physical skills are an important basis
for good relations with peers; and boys and girls who are
skillful are more desirable as social contacts and are
sought out by other children (6:17; 16:113; 19:14, 34).

As

a child grows, the experiences and opportunities to use
materials, the presence of playmates and observance of adult
activities influence play.

Interest in motor activity is

dependent upon these opportunities and the interest expressed
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in the activity by persons with whom the child identifies.
The presence of playmates and/or peer groups begins, "to
exert subtle influences in various play activities of a
structured nature" on the child (3:60).
These influences may alter motor skill performances
of girls in regard to conforming to pre-determined cultural
roles.

The influences and changes that do result due to

cultural influences can be seen in girls' motor skill performance.

The extent of these influences is varied, depend-

ing on individuals and their availability to the child.
I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of selected individuals on the acquisition of fundamental motor skills of girls.
II.

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

Specific problems were:
1.

To develop a device for measuring influences

exerted by selected individuals.
2.

To measure fundamental motor skills.
III.

1.

DELIMITATIONS

This study was limited to all ninth grade girls

attending Arroyo High School in San Lorenzo, California.
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2.

This study was limited to one administration of

the questionnaire and one administration of the motor ability test per girl.
IV.

LIMITATION

This study was limited in that all ninth grade girls
did not have the same instructor for the entire year.
V.
1.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Acquired Skill,

are those skills that are learned rather than
innate ( 2 6 : 4 8) •
2.

Fundamental Motor/Sport Skill,

are "those
or compose the
in the various
ning, jumping,
ing, vaulting,
3.

skills or abilities which underlie
skill which constitutes performance
sports". They are those of "runthrowing, catching, kicking, climbetc." (11:184).

Motor Ability,

is the "achievement in basic (fundamental)
motor skills" (20:343).
VI.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Basic assumptions were:
1.

That the girls would answer the questionnaire

honestly and put forth maximum effort on the motor ability
test.
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2.

That those ninth grade girls tested were a

representative sample of girls in attendance at Arroyo High
School.
3.

That those girls tested were from homogeneous

socio-economic areas which provided adequate opportunity for
reciprocal play among peers.
VII.

HYPOTHESIS

It was hypothesized that girls influenced by males
in the acquisition of fundamental motor skills would have
better motor ability skills than those with no male influence.
VIII.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Every child is brought up in some type of home
situation.

How much help children receive from their parents,

siblings, neighborhood "gangs", teachers and others in the
learning of basic physical skills is important to his/her
success as an individual.

Most of the above individuals are

accessible to a child as he/she grows.

The extent of

influence asserted by males on girls as they grow, in regard
to learning fundamental skills, that affects their success
or failure with their peers is a nebulous question.

Overt

influences can be observed on school and park playgrounds of
a girl's throwing, running, shooting/aiming, kicking and
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jumping abilities.

Differences in girls' abilities are

apparent, but the extent of these differences and who
exerted the influence to cause the differences is not known.
It is, therefore, the hope of this researcher to shed some
light on these questions.

CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
Much of learning, from infancy to early childhood,
age two, is through unconscious imitation of parents,
siblings and other persons in positions of prestige.

During

this time, a normal child's play centers mainly around himself, with some outside contact with motor activity as the
dominant source of satisfaction.

To a child, play is every-

thing and he reacts totally to it (1:80).

An interest

expressed in activities by persons with whom the child
identifies during the latter part of these years has a
marked effect on learning, as does the availability of a
variety of play materials.

The family is practically the

only source that reaches the child at this age, with others
carefully screened by the parents.

As a result of this,

the family exerts a great deal of influence on the child
(10:238).

It has been found that "more proficient children

. . . come from homes where the parents have been highly
active in sports and have

provided the children with

opportunities and provisions for play"

(5:171).

What is taught and learned from those who stand
in the closest emotional relationship to the child
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has the potential for becoming an integral part of
his basic personality structure (10:238).
From the third to the fifth year, children begin to
prefer interaction with others and play is with whomever is
available.

The differentiation of sex roles is diffuse and

reciprocal play with peers is not well organized or well
structured.

Often peer playmates are not available to the

child and siblings become the playmates, to prevent the child
from becoming an isolate (16:22).

It has been found that if

a girl is either an older or younger sister of brothers, she
will tend to relate quite well to boys, as she is familiar
in peer relations with them.

In conjunction with this,

fathers who have been either the oldest or youngest brother
of sisters prefer daughters and exert a great deal of influence over them (24).
At this period of development, there is an increase
in physical vigor and muscular control of fundamental skills
in walking, running, starting, stopping, throwing, kicking,
jumping and climbing which are incorporated into the group
play activity.

Since the average child has learned most of

the skills necessary to manipulate the environment during
this period from fathers, siblings and peers, it is mainly
the quality of the performance that will continue to improve
through practice (1:31; 16:39).

This period during the

growth of the average child offers various opportunities for
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development of fundamental motor capacities; however, training interests and attitudes play an important role.
From the ages of six to ten, or middle childhood,
the child begins moving away from the home and associates
most extensively with the peer group and it is the peer
group which rewards the child's successes.

At this stage,

frequently the father is better prepared to help both boys
and girls refine skills as the child-mother relationship
has dwindled (10:378).

It has been found that a child who

can not or is unwilling to participate in gross physical
output is not generally accorded as high an amount of status
in the hierarchy as the child who participates vigorously

in available games and activities (2:52).

At this age,

skeletal and muscular structure between boys and girls do
not dictate a difference in sex roles; however, children
are soon aware of peers of their own sex (6:19; 22:397).
The period of pre-adolescence, approximate ages
ten to thirteen, shows little difference in motor ability
between boys and girls (17:149).

In the past, girl's

performances did begin to decrease as a result of cultural
influences and peer pressure for peer group stressed sex
roles and molded behavior "in accordance with current versions of manhood and womanhood"

(7:173).

Girls were dis-

couraged from playing rough and vigorous games.

Girls
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who played the rough and vigorous games were often given the
unfeminine label of "tom boy".

It was not too many years

ago that a girl could be relatively certain of the part in
life she was expected to play, yet today:
There is no way a girl can avoid being female,
but there is no guarantee she will be feminine.
Despite the cross-cultural relativity in the definitions of masculine and feminine roles, each American
boy and girl must learn what this society expects of
him . . . (10: 388) •
In recent years, considerable discussion has concerned the changing patterns of sex roles and the
ambiguity of sex models. Urbanization, technical
specialization, changing birth rates, the extension
of education, the growth of the mass media, and a
generally rising standard of living have all affected
the behavior of men and women and the patterns of
socialization (4:55).
Today the differentiation of sex roles in specific
activities is not as clear cut as it has been in the past.
In a study by Sullenger, Parke and Wallin (23) in 1953, it
was found that 69.9 percent of both boys and girls preferred
softball and 76.7 percent preferred participation in catching activities.

It was also found that nearly one-half of

the children ages ten to fourteen stayed in the neighborhood
to play while one-fourth played in parks and playgrounds in
the area.
Similarly, a study by Rosenberg and Sutton-Smith in
1960, found that
. boys have fewer games that differentiate
them from girls than do girls have games that differentiate them from boys.
It is interesting to note
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that many games traditionally associated with boys
(e.g., baseball, soccer, camping) do not significantly
differentiate between the sexes • . • (18:166).
This would seem to indicate that girls show a greater preference
for boy play roles in furthering the expansion of the female
role perception.
In a more recent study done by Vincent in 1968, a
theory expressed by Anna Espenschade, that girls do not
improve in motor performance after age 13.5, was refuted.
Several factors can account for this improvement according
to Vincent.
These involve primarily changes in cultural
expectations of girls and include such factors as
more acceptance of sports competition for girls, and
greater opportunities for physical activity for girls
through more and better physical education programs
(25:1100).
It can be said that there are various influences on
girls' acquisition of fundamental motor skills and their
refinement of these skills.

In the early stages of child-

hood, parents and siblings are the main influences.

As the

child grows out of the home situation, the peer group becomes the primary center of the child's attention.

As the

child attains "teenhood", peer influence is at its strongest
in regard to use of skills in physical activities.

Some of

the previous pressure placed on girls to maintain femininity
at the cost of not using these physical skills in activities
of their choice has diminished.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
Data for this study were secured through the use of
a questionnaire and a motor ability test, which was administered to girls enrolled in Arroyo High School's physical
education program.

As this program is required for four

years in the State of California, girls from the ages of
thirteen to eighteen were available as subjects.

The sub-

jects for this particular study were 211 freshmen girls.
Freshmen were chosen in the belief that they would be the
most accessible to the investigator and for their ability
to answer the questionnaire on background influences more
accurately and with minimal contact hours by the investigator previous to test administration.

This, it was hoped,

would minimize the possibility of instructor influence as
to the type of responses desired.
Sub-problem I:
To determine the influence of selected males on
girls' acquisition of fundamental motor skills.
Which individuals at certain age levels exert an
influence on skills learned by girls was gleaned from the
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available literature.

From this information, a questionnaire

was designed to elicit background information in regard to
amounts of male and female influence in seven selected sports
activities involving specific fundamental motor skills.
(See Appendix A.)
The first page of the questionnaire requested background information of the responding girls as to the availability of siblings one to four years older or younger than
the girl.

This age range was selected for its direct in-

fluence on the individual.

A sibling above or below the age

range was thought to be too old or too young to play with
the individual as they would not be included within that peer
group.

To ascertain the availability of peers, the subjects

were to indicate whether their neighborhood contained boys
and girls within the one to four year age range.

The girls

were then asked to indicate whether the majority of these
individuals were boys, girls or an evenly mixed group.

They

then were to indicate whether their play with this group was
within the neighborhood itself, or at a nearby school or park.
The second page of the questionnaire asked the girls
to rank specific individuals in regard to the amount of
influence they had on their learning of particular sports
activities.

Seven specific sports activities were chosen

for their accessibility to both boys and girls.

These
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sports activities involved the basic fundamental motor
skills of running, jumping, throwing, catching, shooting/
aiming and hitting.

Ten specific individuals that do assert

influence on boys and girls were listed under each sport
activity.

They were:

Fathers, Mothers, Sisters, Brothers,

Neighborhood Boys, Neighborhqod Girls, Female Elementary
Teachers, Male Elementary Teachers, Female Physical Education
Specialists and Male Physical Education Specialists.

These

ten individuals were re-arranged under each sport activity
to randomize their order of appearance and transference of
answers.

Each person listed was to be ranked under each

sport by the numbers "10" through "l".

The number "10"

indicated a high amount of influence in the learning of that
sport, number "l" indicated least influence.

If any of the

persons listed were unavailable to the girls when they were
between the ages of four to twelve, they were asked to place
a "0" opposite that name.

As a result of the above procedure,

each individual under each sport had a number indicating the
amount of influence exerted on the girl.
The questionnaire was administered to all entering
freshmen girls during the first two weeks of school in the
fall of 1970.

The questionnaire was administered only once

to 211 girls.

Minimal instructions concerning the completion

of the questionnaire were given to eliminate possible
administrator influence.

The first page of the questionnaire
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was self explanatory in that it required either a yes or no
response.

A brief explanation was given for the second page

using a non-similar subject (Learning to Drive).

The proce-

dure the girls were to follow was outlined by the investigator.

Particular clarification was given the physical

education specialist, to minimize misinterpretation by the
girls.

The girls were told by the investigator to "X"

through any sport activity or place zeroes beside all ten
individuals if a sport activity had not been learned by them
between the ages of four to twelve.
From the responses on the second page of the questionnaire, the amount of male and female influence on girls'
acquisition of fundamental motor skills was obtained.

A

score for each respondent was computed by two summations.
By totaling the numbers

11

10 11 through

11

1 11 given by a girl

to all the males listed under each of the seven sports
activities and then adding each of these seven totals, a
composite male influence score was obtained.

The same

procedure was applied to obtain a total female influence
score.

From these two scores, the difference was found,

which enabled a plus score, either male or female, to be
derived.

All scores were then placed on a horizontal con-

tinuum ranging from 100 (strong male or +M influence) to
0 (no male or female influence dicernable) to 100 (strong
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female or +F influence).

Those girls indicating strong male

and strong female influence from the opposite ends of the
continuum were then selected to take the motor ability battery,
according to the following procedure.

The male influenced

girls' scores were rank ordered from highest to lowest.
top thirty-six scores were then selected.

The

The same procedure

was followed for obtaining thirty-six female influenced
girls.

The number of thirty-six for each group was used,

as it provided equal sized samples from opposite ends of the
continuum.

There were also fewer male influenced girls from

which to draw, thereby reducing the size of that sample and
an attempt was made to select girls who were placed as far
from zero influence as possible.
Once these girls were selected, further analyses of
the questionnaire data were made.

The questionnaires were

already separated into male and female influence.

For each

of the ten influencing individuals a card numbered 10 through
1 was prepared.

This was done individually for male influ-

enced and female influenced girls.

By tallying the numbers

received by each individual, the total amount of influence
exerted was computed.
An item analysis by sport activity for each individual was then done.

This consisted of tallying the numbers

received by each individual under each sport activity.

The
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results were tabulated and the amount of male and/or female
influence was shown by sport activity.
Sub-problem II:
To determine girls' acquisition of fundamental motor
skills by means of a selected motor ability battery.
Determining which motor ability battery would be
representative of the fundamental motor skills learned by
girls which are needed to manipulate their environment was
found by a search of the literature.

The motor ability

battery was used rather than selected skill tests, for
reliability and validity, as often skill tests arise from
very diverse circumstances.

The motor ability battery was

also chosen, as it would measure "the extent of the child's
previous experience in the elements of the item being
tested"

(13:125).
The Scott Motor Ability Test was selected for several

reasons.
1.

The ease of administration was considered.

This

particular battery of tests required minimal equipment and
space.
2.

Time to administer the test was also considered.

With the ease in administration, little time was needed to
complete the testing for all girls going from item to item.
3.
girls.

T-score norms were available for high school
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4.

The multiple correlation coefficient of .91

using teachers' judgments indicated excellent validity and
gave a good estimate of achievement in basic motor skills,
principally of running, throwing and jumping (20:343).
The test consisted of a battery of four items.
1.

Basketball Throw for Distance:

This test item

consisted of throwing a basketball as far as possible using
any throwing method, three consecutive times.
recorded was the best of the three.

The score

The reliability and

validity of this item were .89 and .79 respectively.

The

purpose of this item was to show "how the student is likely
to meet similar problems of throwing in a game"
2.

Standing Broad Jump:

(20:347).

This test item consisted

of jumping off both feet simultaneously from behind a line
in a forward direction.

The distance, from the take off

line to the nearest heel or body part touching, was
measured, with the best of three consecutive jumps recorded.
The reliability and validity were .92 and .79 respectively.
3.

Wall Pass:

This test item consisted of throwing

and catching a basketball during a timed period of fifteen
seconds.

Line markings were used from which the subject had

to throw; however, the ball could hit anywhere on the wall.
They were allowed any type of throw and catch.

The score

was the number of valid hits against the wall within the
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time limit.

The reliability and validity of this item were

.75 and .54 respectively.
4.

Dash:

This test item consisted of one trial

four seconds in length at which time the distance covered was
recorded in yards.

The reliability and validity of this item

were .62 and .71 respectively.
As a result of the investigator not having all freshmen classes or the availability of the gymnasium, the test
was conducted after school on the asphalt play area in the
spring of 1971.

In conjunction with this, several days were

allotted for testing in order to secure all needed girls.
Some girls were not available, so alternates were selected
to take their places, according to the following procedure.
As the vertical continuum contained all girls' questionnaire
scores, from which the top thirty-six had been selected from
both ends, taking the next lowest scores from either end was
possible.

This was dependent upon which influenced girls,

either male or female, were needed to maintain the equal
sized sample.
Four testing stations were set up to accommodate all
four test items within close proximity of each other.
Reliable upperclass students were selected to monitor each
station.

Each girl was given a test card (see Appendix B),

which in turn was given to the assistant at each station to
record scores.

The girls were divided into four groups
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and rotated from station to station until all tests were
completed.

Upon completion of all tests, the cards were then

separated into two groups labeled "M" for male influence and
"F" for female influence.
The raw scores obtained by male and female influenced girls were compared by individual battery items using
a t ratio.

For each battery item, male and female influ-

enced girls' raw scores were compared to determine significance of difference between uncorrelated means.

From this,

it could be seen item by item if any difference between
male and female influenced girls was significant.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
INTRODUCTION
This study was undertaken to determine the influence of selected individuals on the acquisition of fundamental motor skills of girls.
The major purposes of this study were to identify
those individuals, by sex and category, who had exerted
influence on the subjects in terms of their acquisition of
fundamental motor skills; to isolate most male and most
female influenced for motor ability testing and to determine
the significance of difference in motor ability between
the selected male and female influenced girls by appropriate
statistical methods.
All freshmen girls from Arroyo High School, San
Lorenzo, California, in attendance during fall semester,
1970, comprised the original group of subjects.

Each of the

211 girls responded to a questionnaire prepared by the
writer which requested two general types of information:
viz.,

(1) background information, i.e., data about siblings,

and the composition of the neighborhood in which the respondent lived and (2) an opportunity to rank order the
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influence of ten individuals on the respondent, with respect
to acquisition of seven sports activities.

The results of

the questionnaire, when scored, distributed the respondents
along a continuum ranging from high male influence to high
female influence.

By a process and rationale discussed in

Chapter III, seventy-two of the original respondents plus
five alternates took part in a four-item motor ability test
to determine their level of general motor skill acquisition.
The extra subjects resulted when previously

absent subjects

and their alternates all appeared on the last day designated
for testing.
The Questionnaire
Analysis of the questionnaire was made by individual
items and amounts of male and female influence as indicated
by the respondents.

From the questionnaires administered

only 195 could be tabulated.

The sixteen not tabulated

contained incomplete information.

Of the 195, 129 had

brothers that were one to four years older or younger than
the respondents (i.e., within the "peer group'' range), and
118 had sisters within the peer age range.

Of those

seventy-seven selected for the motor ability test, fifty-six
had brothers and forty-eight had sisters within the peer age
range.

These figures indicate an almost equal distribution

of brothers and sisters among the respondents.
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Of the seventy-seven, the forty-one male influenced
girls had thirty-five brothers one to four years older or
younger whereas only nineteen had sisters in that age range.
Of the thirty-six female influenced girls, twenty-one had
brothers which were one to four years older or younger and
twenty-nine had sisters one to four years older or younger.
These data can be found in Table I.
TABLE I
PROPORTIONALITY OF SIBLINGS

Numbers of

.
Brothers
1 to 4 years
older or
younger

Sisters
1 to 4 years
older or
younger

195

129

118

77

56

48

41 male influenced girls

35

19

36 female influenced girls

21

29

20 male influenced girls

19

5

8

19

Respondents

20 female influenced girls

As can be seen in Table I, of the 195 and seventy-seven
respondents, there seems to be little proportional difference
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in the numbers of siblings within the peer age range.

How-

ever, once the seventy-seven selected for motor ability
testing were segregated into types of influence, the data
showed male influenced girls have almost twice as many
brothers as sisters and female influenced girls have more
sisters than brothers.

These numbers seem to substantiate

the fact that girls with brothers were more susceptible
to male influence and girls with sisters were more susceptible
to female influence.
Of the 195 respondents, only one girl (male influenced) did not have neighborhood playmates available.

Most

respondents indicated that the neighborhood was composed of
a majority of boys, with less indicating an evenly mixed
group and fewer yet a majority of girls.

Of the forty

male influenced girls, twenty-seven indicated that their
neighborhoods were composed of mostly boys, however, the
thirty-six female influenced girls indicated that their
neighborhoods were divided between boys and an evenly mixed
group.

Table II shows the proportions of playmates available

within the neighborhood setting.
Of the 194 respondents indicating neighborhood
playmates available, an overwhelming majority of nine to
one played within the neighborhood itself as opposed to a
school playground or nearby park.
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TABLE II
PROPORTIONALITY OF NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYMATES

Numbers of

.

Respondents

Boys

Girls

194

95

35

64

76

42

14

20

40 male influenced

27

5

8

36 female influenced

15

9

12

20 male influenced

15

2

3

9

5

6

20 female influenced

Evenly Mixed
Group

The Motor Ability Test
As previously discussed in Chapter III, seventyseven girls were chosen to take Scott's Motor Ability Test
of four fundamental motor items.

Forty-one of these girls

were the most male influenced and thirty-six were the most
female influenced.

The results of the tests can be seen

in Table III.
In the dash, a timed event, each girl ran once for
four seconds, attempting to cover the greatest possible
distance in that time.

Course markers were placed at

intervals of one yard from ten yards to thirty-two yards
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distance from the starting line.

If an individual was

between two yard markers at the end of four seconds, the
longer distance was recorded.

Table III shows that the male

influenced girls had a mean "zone score" of 23.3 yards
compared with 23.0 yards for the female influenced girls.
The difference of .3 yards was not statistically significant
as the t ratio was .53.
TABLE III
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF
MALE AND FEMALE INFLUENCED GIRLS
ON SCOTT'S MOTOR ABILITY TEST

Battery
Item

Unit of
measure

M1
M2
Male Female
inf 1. infl. Diff.
N=41
N=36 M1-M2

Dash

yards

23.3

23.0

•3

.56

75

.53

Basketball
throw

feet

56.1

53.6

2.5

2.92

75

.84

Standing
broad jump

inches

67.0

63.7

3.3

2.06

75

1.60

number
hits

10.1

10.0

.1

.38

75

.26

Wall pass

SE
diff.

df

t

In the basketball throw for distance, any type
of throw was acceptable.

However, it was observed by the
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investigator that all seventy-seven girls used some type of
overarm throwing pattern.

The distance from the scratch

line to the spot where the ball first touched the ground
was recorded in feet.

Three consecutive throws were made

of which the best was used.

The area was marked in five

foot intervals from the scratch line out 150 feet.

Table

III shows that the male influenced girls had a mean score
of 56.1 feet as compared to 53.6 feet for female influenced
girls.

The difference of 2.5 feet was not significant as

indicated by the .84 t ratio.
The standing broad jump required that the take-off
be behind a starting line and that the subject jump from
both feet simultaneously three consecutive times of which
the best score was recorded.

The distance was measured

in inches from the take-off line to the nearest heel or body
part touching.

The mean for male influenced girls was 67.0

inches, whereas the mean for female influenced girls was
63.7 inches with a difference of 3.3 inches.

The t ratio

of 1.60 was not significant as seen in Table III.
In the wall pass, the subjects were to stand behind
a line nine feet from a wall and throw and catch a basketball as many times as possible within a fifteen second time
limit.

They could experiment before this particular test;

however, only one trial was given.

Any type of throw was

acceptable as long as the feet were behind the line when the
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ball was released.

On the rebound the ball could bounce any

number of times or not at all and the subject could step
across the line to retrieve it.

In this particular test,

the male influenced girls' mean "number of hits" was 10.1
and the female influenced girls 10.0.

The difference was

.1 which again was not significant in terms of the t ratio
of .26 as shown in Table III.
The results of the t ratio statistics indicate that
the differences between scores were chance related rather
than true as none of the four t ratios attained a value of
2.00, required for significance at the .05 level of confidence.
As a result of the t ratios' showing no significance
of difference between male and female influenced girls, a
nonparametric measure, chi square, was used for each
individual battery item.

The raw scores of each battery

item were rank ordered from the highest to the lowest score
for the seventy-seven girls.

The median was subsequently

determined and the number of male and female influenced
girls above and below the median was computed.

Utilizing a

50:50 hypothesis, that is, that half of the male influenced
and female influenced girls' scores would fall above the
median and half would fall below, the following results
were obtained as shown in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN OBSERVED AND EXPECTED NUMBERS OF GIRLS
ON SCOTT'S MOTOR ABILITY TEST

Male influence
N=41

Battery item

Female influence
N=36

.60

Dash

.11

.02

Basketball throw

.44

1.20

Standing broad jump

1.00

1.98

Wall pass

1.78

As reported in Table IV, the dash, broad jump and
wall pass favored the male influenced girls yet did not
attain the 3.841, necessary for the .05 level of significance.

The basketball throw slightly favored the female

influenced girls but again not to a significant degree.
As no significant differences were found between
male and female influenced girls in either t ratio or
chi square analyses, the writer decided to take the top
twenty girls in each group and repeat the same statistical
analyses.

This number was selected because they were

further removed from the zero point of influence and they
were girls more highly male and female influenced.
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The twenty male influenced girls had nineteen
brothers one to four years older or younger and five had
sisters within this age range.

The twenty female influenced

girls had eight brothers one to four years older or younger
and nineteen had sisters within this age range.
I.)

(See Table

Again it can be seen that girls heavily influenced by

males had almost four times as many brothers as sisters
and girls with female influence had twice as many sisters
as brothers within the peer group age range.
The male influenced girls had reported (Table II)
that their neighborhood playmates were a majority of boys
whereas the female influenced girls again were divided
between a majority of boys and an evenly mixed group.
In the motor ability test, the twenty male influenced
and the twenty female influenced girls again showed no
significant differences in the t ratios for the four battery
items.

The dash yielded a mean "zone score" of 23.2 yards

for male influenced girls and 23.6 yards for female influenced girls with the difference being .4 foot.
ratio of .43 was not significant.

The t

The basketball throw for

distance showed a mean of 56.4 feet for male influenced
girls and 55.8 feet for female influenced girls.

The differ-

ence of .6 foot yielded a t ratio of .17, which was not
significant.

The standing broad jump had a mean of 66.4

inches for male influenced girls and 63.7 inches for female
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influenced girls with a difference of 2.7.
1.07 was not significant.

The t ratio of

The final battery item, the wall

pass, yielded a mean of 10.1 hits for male influenced girls
and 10.3 hits for female influenced girls.

The difference

of .2 hits and a t ratio of .51 showed no significant
difference (See Table V).
TABLE V
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF
MALE AND FEMALE INFLUENCED GIRLS
ON SCOTT'S MOTOR ABILITY TEST

Battery
item

Unit of
measure

M1
M2
Male Female
infl. inf 1. Diff.
N=20
N=20 M1-M2

Dash

yards

23.2

23.6

Basketball
throw

feet

56.4

Standing
broad jump

inches

Wall pass

number
hits

SE
diff.

df

t

.4

.92

38

.43

55.8

.6

3.47

38

.17

66.4

63.7

2.7

2.51

38

1.07

10.1

10.3

•2

• 39

38

.51

The chi square values for twenty male and twenty
female influenced girls were then computed.

The results

again showed no significant differences item by item.

The

twenty female influenced girls showed higher chi squares in
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relation to the dash and wall pass than the twenty male
influenced girls.

The broad jump, however, again remained

in favor of the male influenced girls.

The basketball throw

for distance yielded a chi square value of zero indicating
no difference between numbers of girls observed and expected
above and below the median value.

The findings can be

seen in Table VI.
TABLE VI
CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN OBSERVED AND EXPECTED NUMBERS OF GIRLS
ON SCOTT'S MOTOR ABILITY TEST

Male influence
N=20

.20
0
1.80
.80

Batter item

Female influence
N=20

Dash

• 80

Basketball throw
Standing broad jump
Wall pass

0
.80
1.80

The second page of the questionnaire asked the girls
to numerically rank ten individuals who had exerted influence
on them in learning selected sports activities.

The sta-

tistics seemed to indicate that girls with male influence
attribute most of their learning

of sports activities to
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neighborhood boys, brothers, neighborhood girls and fathers.
The rest of the influence is about evenly mixed among male
and female individuals as seen in Figure 1.
Those girls indicating predominantly female influence
attributed their learning of sports activities to the female
physical education specialist, neighborhood girls, sisters
and female elementary teachers.

Neighborhood boys ranked

higher than mothers but all other male influences ranked
lower as seen in Figure 2.
As a result of these percentages of influence, the
following three conclusions were drawn by the investigator:
(1) that the female physical education specialist had more
influence on female influenced girls than on male influence girls,

(2) that neighborhood boys, brothers and fathers

had more influence on male influenced girls than on female
influenced girls and (3) that neighborhood girls and sisters
exerted more influence on female influenced girls than on
male influenced girls.

It was then hypothesized by the

writer that the foregoing preponderances of influence would
be statistically significant and in favor of the group
indicated (male influenced or female influenced).
The t ratio was used to determine significance of
difference between male and female influenced girls in
these three categories of individuals.

The female physical

education specialist had a mean of 15.5 points for male

Figure 1
Percentages of Influence Exerted Upon Male Influenced Girls

Individuals

1.0

3.0

5.0

7.0

9.0

11. 0

13.0

15.0

Neighborhood
boys
Brothers
Neighborhood
girls
Fathers

19.0

18.2

I

16.7
13.5

I

13.1

Female elementary
I
teacher
Female P. E.
Specialist

17.0

8.2
7.6

I

Mothers
Male elementary
teacher
Sister

I

Male P. E.
Specialist

I

5.7
4.0

w
w

Figure 2
Percentages of Influence Exerted Upon Female Influenced Girls

Individuals

3.0

1.0

5.0

7.0

9.0

11.0

13.0

15.0

*Female P. E.
Specialists

17.0

19.0

18.3

Neighborhood
girls

16.4

Sisters

13.6

Female elementary
teacher
Neighborhood
boys

11. 8

Mother
Father

8~3

Brothers
Male elementary
teacher
Male P. E.
Specialist

6.1
2.1

1.6

*Although the female physical education specialist ranked high, she as well as
the male physical education specialist must be disregarded as there were no female or
male physical education specialists in the San Lorenzo Unified School District.
(See
Appendix C and D.)
In interpreting the overwhelming response given the female physical
w

~

Figure 2 (footnote continued)
education specialist, the following reason should be considered.
There are female
physical education teachers at all the junior high schools within the district and
the transposition of an unknown term, "female physical education specialist," to a
known term, "female physical education teacher," possibly occurred.

w

u,
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influenced girls and 33.9 points for female influenced
girls.

The difference of 22.4 yielded a t ratio of 3.17

which was significantly in favor of female influenced girls.
Neighborhood boys, brothers and fathers showed a mean of
112.2 for male influenced girls and 54.6 for female influenced girls.

The difference of 57.6 yielded a t ratio of

2.13 which was significantly in favor of the male influenced girls.

Neighborhood girls and sisters yielded a 37.7

mean for male influenced girls and 63.8 for female influenced girls.

The difference of 26.1 yielded a t ratio of

1.67 and was not significant, but the difference does favor
the female influenced girls.

(See Table VII.)

Two t ratios reached the .05 level of significance
and one did not.

It can, therefore, be said that the female

physical education specialist (junior high physical education teacher) and neighborhood boys, brothers and fathers
do exert preponderant influence upon those girls indicating
female and male influence, respectively, but that the influence of neighborhood girls and sisters upon female influenced
girls was chance related.
The extent of the domination exerted by the four
individuals who in the previous analysis (Table VII) had
been shown to exert significant influence on female and male
influenced girls, respectively, was then tallied for seven
sports activities.

The number of points received by each

TABLE VII
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF CATEGORIES OF
INDIVIDUALS ON MALE AND FEMALE INFLUENCED GIRLS

Individuals

M
Ma!e
inf 1.
N=20

M2
Female
infl.
N=20

Diff.
M1-M2

SE
diff.

df

Female physical
education
specialist

15.5

33.9

22.4

7.05

38

3.17

Female
influenced

).01

Neighborhood boys,
brothers and
fathers
112.2

54.6

57.6

27.0

38

2.13

Male
influenced

).o5

Neighborhood
girls and
sisters

63.8

26.1

15.6

38

1.67

Female
influenced

No

37.7

t

Hypotheis
favored

Signifcant

w
-..J
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of the four individuals according to male and female influenced girls were totaled for each of the seven sports
activities as described in Chapter III.

The totals are

shown in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII
SPORTS ACTIVITY POINTS FOR THE FOUR INDIVIDUALS
SHOWN TO EXERT SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE ON
MALE AND FEMALE INFLUENCED GIRLS

Female P. E. specialist
Male
Female
infl.
infl.

Sport
activity

Neighborhood boys,
brothers and fathers
Female
Male
inf 1.
infl.

Badminton

20

40

276

126

Basketball

63

125

371

149

Bike riding

2

7

356

176

Football

5

68

423

219

Soccer

81

136

195

83

Softball

58

151

399

180

Volleyball

80

151

242

101

Table VIII shows that male influenced girls overwhelmingly indicated that neighborhood boys, brothers and
fathers were highly influential in their learning of all of
the seven sports activities.

By grouping the percentages

of Figure 1 (p. 33) into the following three categories:
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family, neighborhood and school, the following results were
obtained.

The family consisting of fathers, mothers, sisters,

and brothers exerted 42.2 percent influence on male influenced girls, the neighborhood 31.7 percent and the school
26.0 percent.

As is indicated, male influenced girls

attribute most of their learning of sports activities to
males within the family or neighborhood, which did prove
statistically significant.
The female influenced girls indicated that the
female physical education specialist (junior high physical
education teacher) was most influential in learning the
sports activities of soccer and volleyball.

The three

sports activities of badminton, bike riding and football
favored neighborhood boys, brothers and fathers, whereas the
influence in basketball and softball were about evenly distributed between the two groups.

Grouping the percentages

of Figure 2 (p. 34) for female influenced girls in the
same three categories, the family again exerts the most
influence

with a total of 37.1 percent.

The school is

second with 34.7 percent and third is the neighborhood with
28.2 percent.

This school percentage may again be mislead-

ing as the female physical education specialist, as such,
was not available in the elementary school.
Finally, it may be seen that neighborhood boys,
brothers and fathers exert about twice as much influence
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on those girls that indicated a predominance of male influence as they do on those girls with predominantly female
influence.

Conversely, the female physical education

specialist exerts about twice as much influence on those
girls with a predominance of female influence as on those
girls with predominantly male influence.
are visually portrayed by Figure 3.

These comparisons
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Figure 3 (continued)

*The other six individuals do exert influences upon
male and female influenced girls, but their influences are
statistically insignificant. As a result of this, they
were categorized into one group, viz., "All Other Individuals."

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The determination of the influence selected individuals exert on the acquisition of fundamental motor skills of
girls was the main objective of this study.

The girls

selected for testing were all from the freshmen class at
Arroyo High School in San Lorenzo, California, spring, 1971.
A questionnaire was administered to these girls in
the fall of 1970 to determine background information concerning the presence of siblings, neighborhood playmates
and the influence of selected individuals on their learning
of seven sports activities.

Seventy-seven girls qualified

to take Scott's motor ability tests to determine acquisition
of fundamental motor skills.
two groups:

These girls were divided into

those with a predominance of female influence

and those with a predominance of male influence.

The

results of the four item motor ability test were statistically treated comparing male to female influenced girls
to ascertain if this influence in any way was reflected in
motor ability.
The questionnaire and motor ability test results
led to the following information deemed important to this
study.
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SUMMARY

1.

The results of the questionnaire showed an

equal distribution of brothers and sisters one to four
years older or younger within the family.
2.

Among those selected for motor ability testing,

the male influenced girls had more brothers than sisters
within the peer age range while the female influenced
girls had more sisters than brothers.
3.

All respondents, with one exception, indicated

that neighborhood playmates were available and that the
majority of these were boys.

Those female influenced girls

selected for testing were evenly divided between a majority
of boys and an evenly mixed group on this question.

The

male influenced girls indicated that the majority of their
playmates were boys.
4.

The majority of play with the neighborhood group

was within the neighborhood itself rather than at a school
or nearby park.
5.

The statistical analysis of the four item motor

ability battery by! ratio and chi square for seventy-seven
girls showed no significant differences between the male and
female influenced girls at the .OS level of confidence.
6.

The statistical analysis of forty more highly

influenced girls from opposite ends of the continuum, when
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compared by t ratio and chi square again showed no significant differences between male and female influenced girls.
7.

Of the original seventy-seven girls tested, the

male influenced girls indicated that neighborhood boys,
brothers, neighborhood girls and fathers were most influential in learning sports activities while the female
influenced girls indicated that the female physical education specialist, neighborhood girls, sisters and neighborhood boys were most influential, in both cases in the order
given.
8.

The female physical education specialist had a

significant amount of influence on female influenced girls.
Neighborhood boys, brothers and fathers had a significant
amount of influence on male influenced girls, as indicated
by their respective t ratios.

Neighborhood girls and

sisters showed no significant influence on female influenced girls.
9.

An analysis of the significant amounts of

categorized influence in the seven sports activities showed
that male influenced girls attribute their learning of these
sports mainly to neighborhood boys, brothers and fathers.
The female influenced girls were about evenly divided among
the following three groups:
specialist;

(1) female physical education

(2) neighborhood boys, brothers and fathers;

(3) a combination of (1) and (2).
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the findings of the questionnaire and
Scott's Motor Ability Test, the following conclusions seem
to be evident within this study.
1.

Girls play with whomever is available, in this

study playmates were mostly boys, within the neighborhood
setting.
2.

There was no significant difference between

girls influenced by males as opposed to those influenced by
females in performance of the fundamental motor skills of
running, jumping, throwing for distance and throwing and
catching.
3.

The female physical education specialist (i.e.,

junior high physical education teacher) exerted a statistically significant amount of influence in overall learning
of sports activities on girls that had a female influenced
background.
4.

Neighborhood boys, brothers and fathers exerted

a statistically significant amount of influence in overall
learning of sports activities on girls that had male
influence in their backgrounds.
5.

The amount of influence exerted by the female

physical education specialist (i.e., junior high physical
education teacher) on female influenced girls was dependent
on the sport activity.
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6.

The amount of influence exerted by neighborhood

boys, brothers and fathers on male influenced girls was not
dependent on individual sports activities, but instead was
general.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations seem in order based on
the experience of this study:
1.

That the individuals listed on the second page of

the questionnaire be carefully scrutinized and clarified to
prevent possible misinterpretation by the respondents.
2.

That the instructions for completing the second

page of the questionnaire make a provision for the respondents to indicate that they had not learned an activity.
3.

That a similar questionnaire and motor ability

test be given to entering seventh grade girls, where the
influences of the junior high girls' physical education
teacher would not play such a significant role.
4.

The writer is not convinced that Scott's Motor

Ability Test was an adequate measure of fundamental motor
skills of girls in this situation and suggests other
batteries should be considered for future testing.
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GIRLS PHYSICAL EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE
NAME:

-------------

PART I:

AGE:

----

P.E. PERIOD

---

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Do you have brothers?
If yes, how many?
How many are 1 to 4years:

Yes
Older

Do you have sisters?
If yes, how many?
How many are 1 to 4 years:

Younger_ _
Yes

Older

Were there girls and boys in your
neighborhood that were 1 to 4 years
older or younger than you?

No

No
Younger _ _

Yes

No

If yes, were the majority of them
boys?

Yes

No

If yes, were the majority of them
girls?

Yes

No

If yes, were they an evenly mixed
group?

Yes

No

Within the neighborhood itself?

Yes

No

At the school playground?

Yes

No

At a park nearby?

Yes

No

Was most of your play with this
neighborhood group:

PART II:

DIRECTIONS

Listed below are 7 sports activities that both boys and girls
play at home, at school, in the neighborhood or parks. Under
each sport are 10 specific individuals. Please rank each
individual under each sport by placing a number 10 through 1
in the space provided. The number "10" indicates a high
amount of influence on your learning of that sport; number
"l" indicates little or no influence. If any of the persons
listed were not available between the time you were 4 years
and 12 years of age, place a "O" opposite the name(s).
THE ORDER IN WHICH THE NAMES APPEAR IS DIFFERENT UNDER EACH
SPORT ACTIVITY, THEREFORE READ THE NAMES CAREFULLY!!!!

APPENDIX A (continued)
A. BADMINTON
Father
__Neighborhood Boys
Sister
Male P. E.
Specialists
Mother

Female P. E.
- - Specialists
Male Elementary
- - Teacher
Brother
Neighborhood
- - Girls
Female Elementary
- - Teachers
D. FOOTBALL
Brother
Neighborhood
- - Girls
Female Elementary
- - Teachers
Father
__Neighborhood Boys
Sister
Male P. E.
Specialists
Mother
Female P. E.
Specialists
Male Elementary
- - Teachers
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B. BASKETBALL

C. BIKE RIDING

Female Elementary
- - Teachers
Father

Neighborhood
- - Girls
Female Elementary Teachers
Father

__Neighborhood Boys
Sister
Male P. E.
Specialists
Mother
Female P. E.
Specialists
Male Elementary
- - Teachers
Brother
Neighborhood
- - Girls

__Neighborhood
Boys
Sister
Male P. E.
Specialists
Mother
Female P. E.
Specialists
Male Elementary
- - Teachers
Brother

E. SOCCER

F. SOFTBALL

Male Elementary
- - Teachers
Brother

Female P. E.
Specialists
Male Elementary
- - Teachers
Brother

Neighborhood
- - Girls
Female Elementary
- - Teachers
Father
__Neighborhood Boys
Sister
Male P. E.
Specialists
Mother

Female P. E.
Specialists

Neighborhood
- - Girls
Female Elementary Teachers
Father
Neighborhood
- - Boys
Sister
Male P. E.
Specialists
Mother
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APPENDIX A (continued)
G. VOLLEYBALL
Mother
Female P. E.
Specialists
Male Elementary
- - Teacher
Brother
Neighborhood
- - Girls

Female Elementary
- - Teachers
Father
Neighborhood
- - Boys
Sister
Male P. E.
Specialist
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE TEST CARD

NAME:
AGE:

------------------

--------

WEIGHT:

INDEX:

-----

HEIGHT:

Trials
1

2

3

X

X

X

X

Basketball Throw
Broad Jump
Wall Pass
Dash

Best

T-Score
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APPENDIX C

June 22, 1971

Office of Personnel,
I plan to complete my Master's Degree in Physical
Education during the Summer of 1971 at Central Washington
State College. This past year I gave a questionnaire to
all entering freshmen girls at Arroyo High School where
I teach girls Physical Education. These girls indicated
that male and female Physical Education Specialists were
present in the elementary schools.
I would appreciate
your confirming this information and also how many were
at each elementary school and whether they were males or
females.
I need this information for the years 1961 to
1967.
Enclosed please find a return stamped envelope.
you very much for your time and effort.

Thank

Sincerely,

Laura Clapp
Arroyo High School
Girls Physical Education Teacher

APPENDIX D

SAN LORENZO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
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PAUL D. EHRET
SUPERINTENDENT

CHARLES L. LEE
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

June 28, 1971

Miss L aura Clapp
Dear Miss Clapp:
During the time I have been employed in San Lorenzo, which
is now about seventeen years, we have not had a physic al
education specialist in the elementary grades. I think the
junior high school students who were talking to you may have
been referring to the phystc al education teachers which we
do have in all the junior high schools.
As I understand the problem you are studying, you are part
icularly interested in specialist who work with students in
Kinderg arten th�ough sixth grade. To the best of my
knowledge, we have never had a specialist of this kind.
Sincerely.

Charles L • 1.ee
Director of Personnel
CU,:dh

Please Note: Addresses and signature were redacted due to privacy and security concerns.

